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COVER BAR &

COUNTER STOOL
By Thomas Bentzen



MATERIALS
Oak and Stained Dark Brown version: Form 

pressed oak veneer shell. Legs in solid oak. 

Colored version: Form pressed ash veneer shell. 

Legs in solid oak. All with water-based lacquer. 

Textile or leather upholstered seat. 

COLORS
Available in Oak, Stained Dark Brown and Black 

alongside an option with upholstered seat in Refine 

Leather Cognac with Oak base.

The seat upholstery is also configurable in a variety 

of leather and Kvadrat textiles as a made-to-order 

design.

PRICES
From € 529 / £ 475 / DKK 3.995 / SEK 5.395 / 

NOK 5.395 / USD 659 / CAD 859

PRESS   
Images, prices and product fact sheets are 

available for download on our download site: 

https://download.muuto.com/MediaLibrary/press-kit

PRESS CONTACT 
Signe Marie Frydendall

PR Manager

smf@muuto.com 

FOLLOW US ON 
instagram.com/muutodesign

pinterest.com/muuto

facebook.com/muuto

twitter.com/muutodesign

COVER BAR & COUNTER STOOL

INTRODUCING A MODERN PERSPECTIVE TO THE TRADITIONAL 
WOODEN BAR SEAT
The Cover Chair Series by Copenhagen-based designer Thomas Bentzen 
currently features an Armchair, Side Chair and Lounge Chair. Now, a new 
member is added to the series: The Cover Bar & Counter Stool.

With its curved backrest that folds elegantly around its back legs and ties the 
design together, the Cover Bar & Counter Stool challenges the possibilities 
of veneer through a forward-thinking approach, echoing the ideas of 
Scandinavian craftsmanship. Being lightweight in its form, the design features 
a tall, enveloping back for extensive comfort that allows its user to be seated 
for several hours, be it for a dinner, a drink or even for work at a counter desk.  

The Cover Bar & Counter Stool is available in the colors Oak, Stained Dark 
Brown and Black alongside an Oak version with its seat upholstered in Cognac 
Refine Leather. All wooden elements across the variants are made with 
an environmentally-friendly water-based lacquer. Adding to that, the seat 
upholstery is configurable in a variety of leather and Kvadrat textiles as a 
made-to-order design, allowing for it to complement any spatial context.

THOMAS BENTZEN ON THE DESIGN:
"The Cover Bar & Counter Stool sprung from a desire to bring a modern 
perspective to the traditional wooden bar seat. I wanted for it to have a crisp 
and contemporary expression through its light plywood material, paired with 
the solid and grounded sentiment of its frame and base in solid wood. With 
its tall and curved backrest that folds gently around the frame alongside 
the warmth of its wooden materiality, the Cover Bar & Counter Stool has the 
comfort required for people to be seated for hours on while translating the 
ideas of Scandinavian craftsmanship into a modern design language."

ABOUT THOMAS BENTZEN
Thomas Bentzen founded his own studio in 2010 with his design receiving
international recognition at fairs and exhibitions across the world. Bentzen is 
firmly rooted in the Danish design tradition, emphasizing material knowledge, 
craftsmanship and rational industrial manufacturing processes. With simple 
and narrative designs, he creates functional and meaningful products for 
everyday life. 

ABOUT MUUTO
Muuto is rooted in the Scandinavian design tradition characterized by 
enduring aesthetics, functionality, craftsmanship and an honest expression. 
By expanding this heritage with forward-looking materials, techniques 
and bold creative thinking, our ambition is to deliver new perspectives on 
Scandinavian design. 
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"The Cover Bar & Counter Stool sprung from a desire to bring a modern 
perspective to the traditional wooden bar seat. I wanted for it to have 
a crisp and contemporary expression through its light plywood material, 
paired with the solid and grounded sentiment of its frame and base in  
solid wood." — Thomas Bentzen


